
Chandigarh Chairs 
Trip Summary Report

Thank you for your support of the Chandigarh Chairs project and our first 
trip to Chandigarh! 

This document contains a summary of work conducted and initial findings 
from the September 2022 fieldwork. 

Methodology for trip 

The Chandigarh Chairs project’s initial trip to Chandigarh was undertaken as 
the first of many such trips to observe and document material objects and 
their use, to map the realities of the city and its furniture against previous 
claims made, and begin to develop a nuanced and textured understanding of 
the city and reality of Chandigarh beyond a two dimensional idea of a place.

This trip to Chandigarh was executed following the political and moral tenets 
of the project as a whole.

 − Respect for people put above potential research findings
 − Sensitivity toward collection and use of human likeness

While these moral and political tenets provide richness, depth, and relevance 
to the project, in practice the same ideological beliefs in some ways limit the 
activities undertaken, sites visited, and images captured during this trip.

For privacy reasons, very few photographs have been taken of furniture in 
use, as these images would capture the likeness of individuals without their 
consent. Although such images would well-depict the use of furniture, the 
project at this time does not have the ability to capture the degree of informed 
consent we believe would be necessary to either take or utilise such images. 

A significant number of sites were visited including the Gandhi Bhavan, 
Gandhian Studies building, Zoology department, Student’s Union, Joshi 
library and Art museum at the Punjab University, the Capitol complex, the 
Neelam Theatre, the Corbusier Centre, the Jeanneret House, the Chandigarh 
Architecture, Art, Doll, and Natural History Museums, the Chandigarh Col-
lege of Architecture, the Punjab Engineering College, the Chandigarh Model 
Jail showroom, Nek Chand’s rock garden, and a municipal library in addition 
to several furniture showrooms and a production facility.
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Production, repair, reuse

One of the key aims of the Chandigarh Chairs project is to 
uncover information about the production of modernist fur-
niture in the city. During this first trip our interest in 
production was focused on particular areas we deemed 
achievable within the available time frame. We hoped to dis-
cover evidence of construction techniques used in the initial 
manufacture of the furniture; evidence of techniques used 
for subsequent repairs; and begin to understand contempo-
rary production of these and similar pieces within India.
 
Despite what might be understood by reading the popular 
design press, Chandigarh’s modernist furniture remains in 
extensive use across the city. The quantity of furniture visible 
and in use in governmental and university buildings, muse-
um, galleries, libraries, and beyond, allowed for close physical 
examination of a range of objects in different conditions and 
contexts. Visible wear and physical damage to many pieces of 
furniture revealed certain common aspects of construction 
in use across much of the furniture, historic and more recent.
  
Unusually, little to no information on the physical construc-
tion of Chandigarh’s furniture is available in published 
material on the subject. With no foundations to build upon, 
this research is in its infancy, and observations from the 
research trip provide a basis for understanding furniture’s 
construction and manufacture. Due to the unknown quantity 
of furniture produced, and the absence of any known docu-
mentary evidence regarding production, use, reuse and repair 
of furniture of all ages across the city, it has not been possible 
to identify objects by their date of production. For many of 
the same reasons, we do not believe such an endeavour would 
be possible.
 
Conversations with local researchers provided anecdotal 
information on the locations of manufacture of early furni-
ture for the city. Evidence suggests that early chairs for the 
city’s buildings were produced by Chandigarh’s Model Jail 
inmates. Production at the jail continues today, with contem-
porary pieces sold at Srijan Prison Handmade Showroom. In 
addition, Model jail inmates also execute repair of furniture. 
Many pieces on display at the Chandigarh Architecture Muse-
um were labelled as having been refurbished by inmates.
 
While it was not possible to inspect every individual piece 
encountered, we noted that a high proportion had undergone 
some degree of repair. Levels of repair varied considerably 

Finger joints are visible on the majority 
of the furniture’s seats.

Many lap joints are finished with 
covered dowels or screw

Wear revealed evidence of 
construction: the back stile is tenoned 
into the seat rail.
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between objects, but the general tendency towards repair 
and maintenance suggests a continued appreciation of the 
furniture by its users across the city’s universities, govern-
ment sites, museums, libraries and beyond. Many chairs 
appeared to have been recaned with plastic wire, rather than 
cane or natural fibres. Upon closer inspection the legs and 
seats of many pieces had been reinforced with screws. A 
small number of pieces showed evidence of having been 
repaired with parts originally belonging to another object.
In addition to continued repair and maintenance, Chandi- Screws visible on desk section of 

armchair.

Areas of visible repair, evidence of 
reuse of parts during maintenance 
(leg and arm).

Chair back re-caned in plastic 
following alternative method

Label visible on inner leg: “Restored by / 
Factory Model Jail / Chandigarh”
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gahr’s modernist furniture remains in use throughout the 
city in locations beyond what we understand as their intend-
ed use in civic and university buildings. 

Close observation of Chandigarh’s modernist furniture in 
situ defies the existing understanding of the furniture’s clas-
sification. The continued appreciation, repair and creative 
reuse of the furniture across the city and its buildings encour-
ages us to rethink the static and bound framework of existing 
inventories and based on undocumented designs, and to add 
complexity to the furniture’s history through stories of reuse 
and maintenance to ensure continued functionality in the 
present day.

Chairs marked GS for ‘Gandhian 
Studies [department]’ in use in a 
different building Gandhi Bawan. 
Chairs marked GB (for Gandhi 
Bawan) were in use in the Gandhian 
Studies dept.

1960 lounge chair design by by 
Minnie Boga for Taaru, sharing a 
similarly modernist aesthetic, in use in 
the Government Art Gallery.

Contemporary Production

We are grateful to Phantom Hands and Studio CHG for 
allowing us access to their production facilities in Bangalore 
and Chandigarh, respectively. Both companies manufacture 
Chandigarh chairs inspired by original designs, which are not 
subject to copyright. Like many contemporary manufactur-
ers, Phantom Hands and Studio CHG employ similar 
construction techniques as those used in more historic piec-
es. This is especially true for the more visible areas of 
construction, such as the finger joints joining the seat rails, 
and the tenons joining the stretchers between the legs.
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Notably, both manufacturers we visited are developing their 
own lines of furniture using certain aesthetic and technical 
aspects of Chandigarh’s furniture as inspiration. The diffu-
sion of Chandigarh’s furniture’s visual language into 
contemporary design is of interest to us, as we seek to under-
stand the influence of Chandigarh’s creation on aspects of 
product and furniture design in India from the mid-twentieth 
century onwards.

Classification: New items not previously 
documented by dealers

Observation of furniture in use within the city of Chandigarh 
provided concrete examples of furniture calling into question 
the static and authoritative classification and cataloguing of 
furniture previously undertaken by Eric Toucheleaume and 
Gerald Moreau for Indian Adventure and Jacques Dworczak 
for Jeanneret Chandigarh.

The presence of these, for the most part undated furniture 
items within the city of Chandigarh which share the same visu-
al language and components as previously indexed examples 
calls into question the validity of the previously collated classi-
fications, particularly as these classifications do not contain 
robust information detailing the methodologies and resources 
used to establish temporal and authorial boundaries.

More broadly the overarching and remarkably coherent visu-
al language shared by pieces previously catalogued and the 
above examples highlighted on this trip suggest that classify-
ing individual ‘styles’ of Chandigarh’s furniture may be at 
best an ineffective method of understanding the furniture 
and at worst a futile endeavour.

Facts, knowledge and reputational and financial currency 
have been built on the idea that there is a cohesive system of 
classification available. This has been particularly important 
in crediting objects to individual designers and as the vast 
nature of this endeavour has been put in print it has fed the 
idea that the popular narrative of this furniture is true and 
knowable. Adding ‘messiness’ and complexity to the project 
of classification is a necessary corrective.

Quantity

In the first buildings we visited we began to count the num-
ber of modernist chairs we encountered, with a view towards 
suggesting a rough figure of furniture still present across the 
selection of buildings. It soon became apparent that without 
dedicating our entire trip to this cause this would be an 
impossible task due to the sheer amount of furniture we saw 
across the spaces outlined above. This itself has been an 
incredibly valuable takeaway, providing further evidence to 
challenge narratives of the chairs’ rarity and dealers’ role in 
saving furniture at risk of destruction, that we’ve highlighted 
in previous papers. 

It is evident from the cross section of building we were able 
to access that a great amount of old and newer pieces are still 
in use across Chandigarh and inventory of the furniture has 
been undertaken by local heritage bodies. 

We gathered further anecdotal evidence of the vast quantity 
of furniture also present in holding areas in the city. 

Resale/reuse

We visited dealerships in both Chandigarh and Bangalore, 
and saw pieces of the same design sold in both locations. In 
addition to our extensive auction house data, this provides 
further indication of the escalation of prices and markups at 
the various levels of resale, both inside and outside of Chan-
digarh and India. Further work can now build on this research 
to provide a more comprehensive picture of the resale chain. 
This information has the possibility to corroborate and add 
to anecdotal evidence we gathered on Chandigarh-based 
restorers and resellers for the now-illegal international resale 
of the furniture. 

Modern Heritage

The September 2022 research trip began to explore and con-
nect with exciting work being done within the modern 
heritage field in India more broadly, including a landmark 
restoration project in Chandigarh.
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A detailed tour was conducted on the premises of Pierre 
Jeanneret’s Gandhi Bawan building: one part of the Gandhian 
and Peace Studies department at the University of the Pun-
jab. This tour concluded with a conversation with the head of 
the Gandhian Studies department, responsible for the upkeep 
and maintenance of the building, and procurement of a limit-
ed-run book detailing a recent restoration project, funded by 
the Getty Foundation.

This visit was supplemented by an enlightening, enlivening 
and extensive discussion with a local architect regarding  
restoration projects in Chandigarh. This conversation 
included discussion of furniture created for the Bhavan, 
which led to a lead regarding substantial empirical data on 
the particular sizes, construction, configuration, materials 
and ages of individual pieces of furniture designed for the 
building.

We feel privileged to have had these conversations and been 
introduced to this work which more deeply situates our 
study of Chandigarh’s furniture within broader discourses 
of heritage, conservation, and particularly 20th century her-
itage and conservation already taking place within and 
across India today.

Visits were also made to Chandigarh’s primary museums 
including the Museum of Architecture, Museum of Art, Muse-
um of Natural History, the International Doll Museum, the 
Corbusier Centre and the Jeanneret House. During these vis-
its a comprehensive set of photographs were taken of object 
text, allowing further study of the placement and historicis-
ing of the furniture within the tourism and heritage industry 
in Chandigarh.

Other research

Connections were made and developed with Chandigarh 
researchers as mentioned in preceding sections. Of particular 
note for further research was the initial connection made 
with Chandigarh College of Architecture and the beginnings 
of discussions to work with students and explore where the 
Chandigarh Chairs project may dovetail with their research 
interests. 

As mentioned in preceding sections an in-depth conversation 
with a local architect highlighted the existing work undertak-
en through the Gandhi Bawan heritage project. This work is 
as yet unpublished and it is our hope to engage further with 
the team behind this project and bring insights gained into 
our project.

Things for next time

By all initial benchmarks established the September 2022 
research trip to Chandigarh was a success. This does not 
mean, however, that the work in Chandigarh is done—far 
from it—this trip solidified the importance of further work 
already identified, and highlighted partnerships and endeav-
ours to be undertaken in the future. Future projects and tasks 
include:

 − Further engagement with the Chandigarh College of 
Architecture. 

 − Engagement with users of furniture, particularly within 
relatively accessible institutional settings such as the 
Punjab University

 − Collaboration with local partners on the identification 
and digitization of photographs documenting the 
history of use of Chandigarh’s modernist furniture

 − In-depth documentation of furniture styles currently 
popular within Chandigarh and beyond in India

 − Further network building and collaboration based on 
leads provided through this initial trip.

With thanks for your ongoing support,

Petra Seitz

Gregor Wittrick

Nia Thandapani


